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Abstract
During the SA3-31 meeting in Munich, it was decided that the Bluetooth link between pe-

ripheral devices did not require integrity protection (see section 6.1.1 of [1]). This contribution
indicates that a man-in-the-middle attack may be possible on the bluetooth link in a WLAN in-
terworking environment. The attacker lures the victim to connect to a malicious WLAN access
point. The attack does not require to know the Bluetooth link key. The attacker can repeat this
attack on the same victim many times in any WLAN network. A discussion of countermeasures
against this attack can be found in a companion contribution [2].

1 Introduction

We present an attack against a victim that connects a device, such as a laptop, to a WLAN net-
work and authenticates over Bluetooth using another device, such as a mobile phone, holding a
SIM or a USIM card [3]. The mobile is authenticated by an Authentication Server (AS) connected
to the WLAN network by an IP network. The goal of the attack is to connect the victim laptop to a
fake WLAN Access Point (AP). This is achieved by a man-in-the-middle attack on the Bluetooth
link between the laptop and the mobile station. The attacker has a device able to receive Blue-
tooth packets in promiscuous mode and send forged ones to the mobile and the laptop of the
victim, as shown in Figure 1.

We make the following further assumptions about the attack:
� The laptop is the Bluetooth slave. We suppose for simplicity that the mobile station is the

master and the laptop is the slave of the Bluetooth link. This assumption is not strong since
the Bluetooth protocol allows the master and slave to switch their role. The attacker device
acting as the man-in-the-middle could force a master-slave switch.

� Authentication is terminated in the mobile. The mobile and the AS implement the EAP-
AKA authentication method [4]. The attack works also for EAP-SIM [5]. Both the mobile
and the AS derive two keys: a master key from the UMTS ciphering and integrity keys [4],
and a Master Session Key (MSK ) from the master key [6].

� Some access points can be compromised. We suppose the attacker can compromise
at least one access point to obtain the MSK. This is perhaps the strongest assumption.
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Figure 1: Elements of the attack: the laptop requires access to an IP based service through the
network WLAN infrastructure. Authentication is provided by the mobile that is linked to the laptop
by Bluetooth. Authorisation is provided by an authentication server that communicates with the
WLAN access point over an IP based network. The attacker requires two devices: a Bluetooth
device that intercepts the communication between the victim mobile and the laptop and a WLAN
access point.

However, some access points have shown recently to leak some keying information [7].
Furthermore, many access points have still low physical security and could be tampered
with.

The MSK is used as the ciphering key for the WLAN link. The MSK is transmitted by the AS
to the WLAN Access Point (AP) using an AAA protocol such as RADIUS [3]. We assume the
communication between the AS and the AP is properly protected using TLS or IPSec. The
mobile transmits the MSK to the laptop using an unspecified protocol over Bluetooth.

This document does not discusses countermeasures to this attack. Such discussion can be
found in a companion document [2].

We describe the attack in Section 2 and discuss why it works in Section 3.

2 The attack

We suppose initially that the mobile and the laptop are already Bluetooth paired and have derived
a Bluetooth link key

�
that is semi-permanent. The attacker does not know

�
.

We divide the attack in two phases. The first phase allows the attacker to passively record
the Bluetooth session during which the victim mobile sends the MSK to the victim laptop. The
attacker also obtains the MSK by compromising the access point used by the victim. In the
second phase, the attacker forces the laptop to use the compromised MSK by replaying the
session recorded during the first phase. As a result, the victim laptop connects – without being
aware of it – to the attacker’s access point that uses the compromised MSK. The attacker can
repeat the second phase of the attack on the same victim many times in any WLAN network. We
now describe both phases of the attack in more details.

2.1 Recording the Bluetooth session

We describe the session that the attacker records on the Bluetooth link between the victim mo-
bile and laptop. Initially, the mobile and the laptop of the victim mutually authenticate each other
using the Bluetooth Link Management Protocol (LMP), as shown in Figure 2. The mobile (the
master) sends a LMP au rand message with a challenge RAND1 to the laptop. The laptop com-
putes the response RES1 and sends it back to the mobile using a LMP sres message. Similarly
the laptop authenticates the mobile sending the challenge RAND2 and verifying the received re-
sponse RES2. Then the mobile (the master) initiates the Bluetooth encryption by sending a LMP
start encryption that carries a random number EN RAND.
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Figure 2: First phase of the attack: the attacker records the Bluetooth packets between the victim
mobile and laptop. The packets captured must include the authentication, the encryption com-
mand and the encrypted communication of the Master Session Key (MSK ). Encrypted messages
are shown as dashed lines. The attacker also obtains the MSK by compromising the access point
used by the victim.
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Figure 3: Second phase of the attack: the attacker replays the Bluetooth traffic to the victim laptop.
The attacker acts also as a false laptop since mutual authentication is used on the Bluetooth link.
The victim laptop connects to the attacker access point without being aware of it. The attacker
can repeat this phase of the attack on the same victim many times in any WLAN network.

Then the mobile station and the AS mutually authenticate using EAP authentication. The
mobile sends a EAP identity resp message to the AS that indicates the identity IMSI of the card
held by the mobile. The AS sends back a EAP AKA challenge req message to the mobile with
an AKA challenge RAND and a network authentication token AUTN. The mobile station verifies
the authentication token, computes a response RES and sends it back to the AS using the EAP
AKA challenge resp message.

Finally, the mobile and the AS compute the session key MSK. The MSK is transmitted by the
AS to the WLAN Access Point (AP) in a RADIUS access accept message. The mobile transmits
the MSK to the laptop using an unspecified message encrypted by Bluetooth. The laptop and
the AP then exchange data encrypted using MSK over the WLAN link.
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2.2 Replaying the Bluetooth session

We now describe how the attacker can replay the recorded session to force the laptop to reuse
the compromised MSK. Initially, the attacker and the laptop of the victim mutually authenticate
each other as shown in Figure 3. The attacker first sends the challenge RAND1 recorded in the
first phase to the laptop and receives the response RES1. The laptop then sends a new challenge
RAND3 to the attacker that forwards it to the mobile. The mobile computes the response RES3,
sends it to the attacker that forwards it to the laptop. The attacker starts the Bluetooth encryption
using the same challenge EN RAND recorded during the first phase. The attacker then replays
the EAP authentication sequence that the laptop simply forwards to the WLAN AP controlled by
the attacker. The EAP messages are not forwarded by the attacker AP. Finally, the attacker sends
to the laptop the message containing the compromised MSK recorded during the first phase
and Bluetooth encrypted. The victim sends encrypted data to the attacker WLAN thinking being
connected to a legitimate network.

3 Why it works

This attack is based on the fact that Bluetooth does not provide a way to verify the integrity
and freshness of messages. We now show that the attacker can replay Bluetooth encrypted
messages. During the Bluetooth authentication, the mobile sends a Bluetooth challenge RAND1
to the laptop that answers with the Bluetooth response RES1. Upon receiving the response, the
mobile computes the Authentication Ciphering Offset (ACO) as follows:

ACO � ����� ��� RAND1
�
ADD laptop �

where ADD laptop is the address of the Bluetooth adapter in the laptop and
� �

is a hash function
specified in [8]. The laptop sends also a challenge RAND2 to the mobile if mutual authentication
is used. The mobile then sends back a response RES2 to the laptop. It appears however that
Bluetooth does not use RAND2 in the computation of ACO [8].

Then the mobile sends an encryption command to the laptop indicating a random number
EN RAND. This number is used to compute the value of the Bluetooth

�
	
as follows:

��	 � ���� ��� EN RAND
�
ACO �

where
� �

is specified in [8]. Finally, the ciphering keystream
�

cipher is generated using the follow-
ing equation:

�
cipher � ����� �
	�� CLK MS

�
ADDMS �

where CLK MS , ADDMS are the master clock and the address of the Bluetooth adapter of the
mobile and

� �
is specified in [8].

The
�

cipher does not depend on any random number generated by the laptop. Therefore the
attacker device can replay the sequence of Bluetooth encrypted messages to the laptop.
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